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Terabit-Scale Orbital Angular
Momentum Mode Division
Multiplexing in Fibers
Nenad Bozinovic,1* Yang Yue,2* Yongxiong Ren,2 Moshe Tur,3 Poul Kristensen,4 Hao Huang,2

Alan E. Willner,2† Siddharth Ramachandran1†

Internet data traffic capacity is rapidly reaching limits imposed by optical fiber nonlinear effects. Having
almost exhausted available degrees of freedom to orthogonally multiplex data, the possibility is now
being explored of using spatial modes of fibers to enhance data capacity. We demonstrate the viability of
using the orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light to create orthogonal, spatially distinct streams of
data-transmitting channels that are multiplexed in a single fiber. Over 1.1 kilometers of a specially
designed optical fiber that minimizes mode coupling, we achieved 400-gigabits-per-second data
transmission using four angular momentum modes at a single wavelength, and 1.6 terabits per
second using two OAM modes over 10 wavelengths. These demonstrations suggest that OAM could
provide an additional degree of freedom for data multiplexing in future fiber networks.

The data-carrying capacity of single-mode
optical fibers has increased by four orders
of magnitude in the past three decades (1),

primarily because of multiplexing techniques that
use wavelength, amplitude, phase, and polariza-
tion of light to encode information (Fig. 1A). As

the capacity of the current optical fiber systems
reaches limits imposed by nonlinear effects (2),
the possibility of spatial-division–multiplexing
methods by use of multicore (3) and multimode
(4) fibers has emerged to address the forthcoming
capacity crunch. Although multicore fibers
potentially require more complex manufacturing
than do circularly symmetric multimode fibers,
conventional multimode fibers suffer from mode
coupling caused by random perturbations in fi-
bers or incomplete mode-conversion (5). Methods
that have been developed to address the problem
of mode coupling so far have been dependent on
computationally intensive digital signal processing
(DSP) algorithms, and have been based either on

adaptive optics feedback (6) or complex multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) methodologies (4).

We show a method that offers a means of in-
creasing network throughput without using com-
plex DSP algorithms, but instead by using fiber
modes that carry orbital angular momentum
(OAM).As one of themost fundamental physical
quantities in classical and quantum electrody-
namics, OAM of light has initiated widespread
interest in many areas, including optical tweezers,
atom manipulation, and optical communications
(7). Photons that carry OAMhave a helical phase
of electric field proportional to exp(i‘f), where
‘ is topological charge, and f is the azimuthal
angle (7). Several classical (8) and quantum (9)
communications experiments have exploited the
inherent orthogonality ofOAMmodes in free space
by multiplexing information in this additional de-
gree of freedom, increasing the capacity of free-
space communications links. In fibers, however,
OAM beams were considered to be completely
unstable owing to mode coupling, and only short-
length fiber propagation, without data transmis-
sion, has been demonstrated (10–14).

The OAMmode-division multiplexing (OAM-
MDM) concept used here is illustrated in Fig. 1B
and is based on multiplexing two fundamental
fiber modes of opposite spins (circular polariza-
tions), with the two OAM fiber modes of oppo-
site topological charges ‘ = T1. The three key
enablers for our demonstration are (i) a multi-
plexing setup, comprising spatial light modula-
tors (SLMs) and conventional free-space optics
(conceptually illustrated in Fig. 1, C and D), that
enabled <–21 dB of multiplexing crosstalk; (ii) a
circularly symmetric specialty fiber fabricated on
a commercial manufacturing setup that minimized
mode coupling, leading to <–10 dB of crosstalk
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Fig. 1. The OAM-MDM principle.
(A) OAM may be considered as an or-
thogonal degree of freedom for data
multiplexing. (B) Simplified OAM-MDM
setup: four modes with distinct values
of OAM (ℓ) and spin (or circular polar-
ization, s) are multiplexed into a specialty
fiber, transmitted for 1.1 km, demulti-
plexed, and analyzed at the output by
using BER testers and cameras. (C) OAM
conversion of ℓ = 0 → 1 is achieved
by using spiral phase patterns (SPPs)
(the spiral pattern has opposite helicity
for the ℓ = 0 → 1 case). (D) Spin con-
version to s = T1 is implemented with
a quarter wave plate (QWP) whose fast
axis is oriented T45° with respect to
the input (linear) polarization.
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among modes after 1.1 km of propagation; and
(iii) a demultiplexing setup that enabled sorting of
the modes with high purity at the output by using
free-space polarization and OAM sorters. The de-
tailed experimental setup is available in fig. S1 (15).

Conventional single-mode fibers (SMFs) sup-
port propagation of two distinct, degenerate po-
larization states of the fundamental mode ðLPT

01Þ,
designated by their spin s = T1. The few-mode
fiber that we use (“vortex fiber”) additionally
supports the first-order antisymmetric modes:
one transverse magnetic mode (TM01), two OAM

T

modes (denoted by their ‘ = T1 topological charge),
and one transverse electric (TE01) mode (“0” and
“1” in the subscript “01” refer to azimuthal and
radial indices, respectively, denoting the number
of nulls in the electric field in the two orthogonal
directions). However, unlike traditional few-mode
fibers, the vortex fiber was designed to lift the
near-degeneracy between the desired OAM T and
parasitic TM01 and TE01, hence minimizing modal
crosstalk between them (16). Thus, this fiber yields
two new degenerate states (OAM T) in addition
to the conventional degenerate LPT

01 modes:

The index profile of our vortex fiber (Fig. 2,
A and B) has a characteristic high-index ring that
serves to lift the debilitating near-degeneracy
between the desired OAM T and parasitic TM01

and TE01 responsible for mode coupling in con-
ventional fibers (5). Effective index differences
(Dneff) of the first-order modes with respect to
the LPT

01 modes were numerically calculated and
compared with the experimentally measured val-
ues (Fig. 2C). In the vortex fiber, the OAM T states
are separated from the LP T

01 states by Dneff ≈ 3 ×
10–3 (at 1550 nm) and from the parasitic TE01
and TM01 states by Dneff ≈ 1.6 × 10–3. These
values of Dneff are larger than those in polarization-
maintaining fibers that preserve distinct polar-
ization modes and, by analogy, indicate that all
distinct modes in the vortex fiber should be re-
sistant to distributed mode coupling (16). This is
in contrast to conventional fibers and hence in-
dicative of the fact that OAM modes would be
preserved in these vortex fibers. The degenerate
pair of OAM T states inevitably mix into each
other because of fiber birefringence (13). How-
ever, this coupling can be compensated for by

using a fiber polarization controller (we achieve
–20 dB of crosstalk between the twoOAM T states
at the output of the 1.1-km bare-fiber spool).
Polarization controller feedback–based correction
techniques are commonly used in conventional
polarization-division multiplexed systems (17).

We used a previously developed mode-purity
characterization technique that analyzes spatial
intensity variations at the fiber output arising from
intermodal interference in order to study the ef-
fects of distributed mode coupling (13). Relative
mode powers as a function of a fiber length (iter-
atively measured via cutback) is shown in Fig. 2D
for the case of high-purity (>21 dB)OAM + mode
excitation at 1550 nm. After 1.1 km of propaga-
tion of the desired OAMmodes, less than –10 dB
of the input power leaked into the LP T

01 and the
parasitic TM01 and TE01 modes. The relative
mode powers are alsomeasured in time (Fig. 2E),
indicating temporal stability on the order of hours,
although polarization controller adjustments were
necessary for longer periods of time.

Having confirmed the capability of the fiber
to carry individual OAM states over long distances

Fig. 2. Vortex fiber characteristics. (A) Microscope image of the vortex fiber
facet. (B) Measured fiber refractive index and numerically calculated mode
profiles. (C) Measured (open circles) and numerically calculated (solid lines)
effective index differences (Dneff) of the first-order modes—TE01, OAM, and
TM01—with respect to the fundamental mode (LP01); large Dneff between
modes lowers mode-coupling distortions. (D) Measured modal power ratios as

a function of fiber length for the case of OAM+ mode excitation at 1550 nm
(OAM power refers to combined OAM+ and OAM– mode powers, and LP01
refers to combined powers of the two LPT01 states). (E) Relative mode powers
with respect to time, showing the temporal stability of the OAM modes. (F)
Table of vortex fiber properties at 1550 nm, including numerically calculated
effective area and dispersion and experimentally measured loss.
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with low mode-coupling, we investigate the pros-
pects of multiplexing four guided modes—namely,
the two LP T

01 and the two OAM T modes—and
using them as four distinct channels for OAM-
MDM data transmission. We used a commercial
SLM and free-space optics for OAM mode gen-
eration and multiplexing (Fig. 1, B and C, and
fig. S1). The detailed alignment procedure is avail-
able in (15).

After 1.1 km of propagation, the vortex fiber
output is imaged onto a camera when only one
channel is enabled at a time. Examples of images
from theLP T

01 and OAM + channels are shown in
Fig. 3, A and B (images from all four channels
are available in fig. S2). To reveal the transverse
phase of theOAM T channel outputs, interference
with an expanded Gaussian beam reference was
recorded (Fig. 3, C and D), with the vortex fiber
polarization controller adjusted to yield ≈–20 dB
OAM T crosstalk. The spiral interference patterns
clearly indicate that theOAM + (OAM –) state was
obtained at the output in the case when the in-
dividual OAM + (OAM –) mode was sent at the
channel input.

With all four channels enabled simultaneous-
ly, the demuxing system sorts the modes accord-
ing to their OAM (l ) and spin (s) values, using
another SLM and a combination of a quarter-
wave plate and a polarizer, respectively (15). In
the example of theOAM+ channel, the resulting
output maps back into a conventional Gaussian-
shaped beamwith a planar phase (Fig. 3, E and F),
which we can now route to a coherent receiver by

coupling into an SMF. This enables a quantitative
measure of mode purity by observing channel
output power versus time (Fig. 3G), which re-
veals how much power leaked into other chan-
nels (crosstalk), as well as howmuch power leaked
out-and-back, during fiber propagation, into an
individual channel [multi-path interference (MPI)]
(18, 19). MPI is a fundamental property arising
from fiber design, whereas crosstalk depends on
both the fiber and the multiplexing (or demulti-
plexing) setup design. Both crosstalk and MPI
increase bit error rate (BER) in the absence of
MIMO corrective algorithms (measured values
for all the modes are given in Fig. 3E).

We have demonstrated OAM-MDM data
transmission feasibility of the system described
above by sending 50-GBaud, quadrature-phase-
shift-keyed (QPSK) data at a single wavelength
and over four mode channels (Fig. 4A) (15, 20).
BERs were measured for two cases: when only
one channel was used for data transmission (single-
channel case) and when all four channels were
simultaneously populated with distinct (decor-
related) data streams (all-channels case). In the
single-channel case, the largest received power
penalty for achieving a BER of 3.8 × 10–3 [the
threshold BER level at which forward-error-
correction (FEC) algorithms ensure error-free
data transmission] is 2.5 dB, mainly due to MPI.
In the all-channel case, this largest power penalty
increased to 4.1 dB, mainly due to crosstalk. In
the latter case, a total transmission capacity at
400 Gbit/s below the FEC limit is achieved.

In addition to the single-wavelength demon-
stration, we used wavelength-division multiplex-
ing (WDM) to further extend the capacity of our
system (Fig. 4C) (20). Recall that we used a con-
ventional polarization controller to achieve≈–20dB
crosstalk between the OAM T modes. However,
optimizing our system to yield two orthogonal,
pureOAM T states at one wavelength implies that
at other wavelengths, the OAM T states will, to
a certain extent, couple with each other. Amore
advanced transmitter with individual wavelength
channel polarization control could, in principle,
be used to mitigate this effect. In addition, extra-
neous contributory factors such as the wavelength
dependence of the SLM and other free-space
optical components can also affect the crosstalk.
For these reasons, only two OAM modes and
10 WDM channels (from 1546.64 to 1553.88 nm)
were chosen for our WDM experiment (Fig. 4D,
boxed region, which illustrates wavelengths at
which crosstalk was low) (15). Reduction to two
modes allowed us to choose a more complexmod-
ulation format (16-quadrature amplitude mod-
ulation) for data transmission, yielding higher
spectral efficiency, albeit at a lower baud rate of
20 GBaud. Although the BER of the two modes
varied somewhat because of crosstalk (Fig. 4E),
transmission of 20 channels (OAM-MDM and
WDM) resulted in a total transmission capacity
of 1.6 Tb/s under the FEC limit.

Our results indicate that simple, low-complexity
DSP coherent detection methods can be used to
achieveOAM-MDM in fibers. Our demonstration

Fig. 3. Transmission channel characterization. (A and B) Intensity of LPT01
and OAM+ channel outputs (collimated). (C and D) Interference patterns between
an expanded Gaussian beam reference and the OAM+ and OAM– channel outputs,
respectively. The handedness of the spiral is indicative of the OAM value (l = +1
or –1) carried by each beam. Clear spiral images are also indicative of high mode
purity. (E and F) Intensity and phase of the OAM+ channel output after demulti-

plexing. All images taken when only one channel is enabled at a time. (G) Example
of the LPT01 channel power drift (attributed to crosstalk and free-space optics) and
power fluctuations (due to MPI). (Inset) Illustration of crosstalk and MPI mechanisms;
mode A can couple into mode B, producing crosstalk, but a certain amount of the
power can couple back into mode A, interfering with the original signal and producing
MPI. (H) Table of measured values for crosstalk and MPI for all four modes.
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used no computationally intensive DSP correc-
tive algorithms, such as MIMO. Furthermore,
because our OAM-MDM scheme primarily re-
quired that the vortex fiber we used enabled
mode-coupling–free propagation of OAMmodes,
we expect this scheme to be scalable in number
of modes, and thus data capacity, given recent
developments on fiber designs that may be able
to support propagation of multiple OAM modes
with ‘ >> 1 (22). Because our primary goal is that
of demonstrating the viability of fiber-based data
transmission of independent OAM modes, we
used conventional, commercial components (SLMs
and wave retarders) for muxing and demuxing,
which are inherently lossy as the number of OAM
modes is scaled. Recent demonstrations of theo-
retically lossless OAM muxing devices, based
on waveguides (23) or free-space optics (24), in-
dicate that the required component technology is
concurrently developing to enable realistic deploy-
ments of scalable networks based onOAM-MDM.
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Fig. 4. Data-transmission experiments. (A) Block diagram of 50 × 2 Gbaud
QPSK signal transmission over a single wavelength carrying four modes in
the vortex fiber. (B) Measured BER as a function of received power for the
single-channel (SC) and all-channels (AC) transmission case. (C) Block diagram

of 20 × 4 Gbaud 16-QAM signal transmission over 10 wavelengths carrying
two modes in the vortex fiber. (D) Measured crosstalk between OAMT modes
as a function of wavelength. (E) BER as a function of wavelength for OAMT

modes in the WDM system.
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